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The highly anticipated follow-up to Fifty Shades of Jungle Fever! Exit Strategy (noun) 1. A

preplanned means of extricating oneself from a situation that is likely to become difficult or

unpleasant. 2. The method by which a venture capitalist or business owner intends to get out of an

investment that he or she has made in the past. Will Keisha and Tristan exercise their elaborate exit

strategy and end their unorthodox arrangement? Assailed by demons she thought she had

conquered, Keisha Beale has uttered the words to end her tumultuous relationship with Tristan

White. Separated, they grapple for a time with their personal demons. However, when their lives

apart become unbearable, a credible threat brings them back together prematurely. As they seek to

discover who is responsible for the threats, several seemingly unrelated incidents throw them into a

tailspin. Will Keisha's youthful indiscretions or Tristan's un-reconciled feelings for a former sub derail

their tenuous arrangement? In the meantime, trouble in Nathan and Jada's paradise send dramatic

ripples that hint of future difficulties in the idyllic pairing.
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The first book in the series , Fifty Shades of Jungle Fever, was so much better. While reading book

number 1 it kept you captivated and craving more. The H was a wealthy Caucasian businessman

who fell for the h who happened to be a smart educated Bi-racial woman. He introduced her to his

BDSM lifestyle which she eventually accepted but the terms of the "Contract" was neither party

could fall in love with one another. Of course falling in love is inevitable because they were



compatible on all fronts. The sex scenes were edgy and erotic. The H was strong, with just enough

testosterone to not be a prick. The h was also strong enough to not be a weak minded door may.

Nice ending. Then there's this book. #2, Exit Strategy. You go very close to the ENTIRE book where

the H would rather lose the h than to confess his true Love. "HE" has his issues which are

commitment phobia, super Dominant and triggers from his past. She eventually confessed her true

feelings after going forever fearing admitting it would cause him to flee. She was somewhat weaker

in this book. This read was rather redundant. Then to find that the follow up book #3 which was

scheduled release in 2014 entitled Double Switch was NEVER published. How do you become a

renowned author but leave your readers hanging? For two years? I was willing to give this author a

try UNTIL that debacle. You can tell the Author was recalling going in with true workmanship in book

1. Book two seemed as though it was written to fill a commitment. Not impressed.

Spoiler Ahead This was the follow up book to Fifty Shades of Jungle Fever. This was a really good

book after Keisha safeworded in the last book and left Tristan because she had a panic attack and

refused to tell him about her past. Someone is sending Tristan begins getting threating letters telling

him that his loved ones and Keisha are in danger he has a panic attack. Keisha is dealing with

Byron's trial and the fact that he has topless pictures of her and the fact that he abused her when

they were together. I really liked Jada and Nate relationship and how Jada was their for Keisha

when the trial didn't go her way. Tristan can be very dangerous with all the money he has. Tristan

moved his former sub in the apartment under his to protect her because he felt guilty about her

accident although it wasn't his fault and he is also dealing with another one of his ex subs who

talked crap about Keisha. After publicly breaking up with her for her own safety to find the person

who is sending the letters both of them are not taking it well and Keisha finds a lump in her breast

Tristan goes off. The sex scenes in this book were good each one of the MC have problems with

the past. I also loved Keisha's mother and how she spoke up and went to Tristan for the truth about

why he broke up with her and how Jada attacked him. This was a really good book it was well

written with no errors in grammar or spelling like the first book. I am looking forward to reading the

next book about Jada and Nathan.

Have you ever read a book that makes you want to do a happy dance? Well, 'Exit Strategy' did that

for me.This story picks right up where 'Jungle Fever' left off. Keshia almost gave me a heart attack

at the end of the last book. I was so hurt that she safe worded out of the relationship. I felt as bad for

her as I did Tristan. The two of them needed to get their act together.I didn't like the re-introduction



of Sara, Tristan's former sub. She made my skin crawl. When he let her touch him in the club, I was

too through with him. I also wasn't feeling Carmelo with his slick talking self.Things get a little scary

after they get back together when Tristan received a death threat specifically naming Keshia as a

target. Turmoil and mayhem ensue until finally they get their HEA!!! Insert happy

dance.ÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚â€™Ã‚Æ’ÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚Â•Ã‚Â¾I was sad to see Fairy Hoochie Mama and Triple

-G make their leave, but Keshia didn't need them anymore.

So it's been a few days since I have finished Exit Strategy by Ms. Lewis. I said I needed a few days

so my brain could decompress...it's been a few days and I have to say it's still trying to gather

cohesive thoughts to even have this review make some type of sense. What the hell did I just

read?? Ms. Lewis' ONCE AGAIN you captivated me with your characters, wit and story and just

didn't want to let me loose. Like my review for "Fifty Shades of Jungle Fever" I'm breaking down my

likes and dislikes of the book. It's just easier for me with this one.What I liked:Story- The threat of

someone trying to do harm to Tristan, his family and Keisha was a good angle. You know there had

a to be a level of craziness and mystery in this one. It was over the top and I liked it. The different

suspects that it could of been and who it actually turned out to be just threw me for a loop. Wasn't

expecting that at all. This book became its own story with no help from Fifty Shades. What I also like

was you had Tristan to come to grips with what was holding him back from taking his and Keisha

relationship to the series front. To see him grappling with things was humbling. Fifty Shades,

who?Mama Beale- Supporting role at its finest. Mother of Keisha, she just has to be one of my

favorite characters. She is a tough no nonsense kind of a woman. The way she able to put not only

Keisha, but hard ass Tristan in his place floored me. I honestly didn't think she would take to Tristan

like she did, but she truly surprised me. I loved her character. Ms. Lewis please make sure Mama

Beale is in your next books of the series! Thank you.Kinkiness/Sex- Through the roof with this one. I

thought it was a lot better than the first. There were parts where my face was literally becoming red.

Thank God I was reading this book at home.Keisha and Tristan- Boy did these two grow from the

first book. Even though they were separated for only a few weeks. They started, even though

Keisha knew way before, that there was more to them than just the kinkiness of their relationship.

Something real was happening between them. They needed to let the fear of their traumatic past go

and just be together. I swear I yelling at my Kindle. Enough with the nonsense just let this two

be.What I disliked:Jada- Her character was so damn ghetto that it was sad. I felt when she "went

there" I was watching "Love and Hip Hop" or "Basketball Wives". She needs to tone her rachetness

down a few levels. To think they branded Keisha as the ghetto girl. Please, Keisha is far from



ghetto. All I can say is Jada, relax. No need to get all crazy and up in everyone's face. I hope she

grows up in the next book.Tristan- I know, I know. You are probably wondering how I have Tristan

on both list. Well what bothered me throughout the book was that the author decided to include

Tristan's POV. That didn't bother me. I love alternating point of views in a book. What bothered me

was that Tristan's POV was told through the narrators eyes. I'm sorry, but I just wasn't going for it. If

you are going to do a man's POV do it from his voice. His words. His mind. After 2 books, I still don't

feel completely connected to Tristan. Do I love Tristan. Absofreakinglutely. But I feel I would of even

been more connected to Tristan if I just would of heard him through his own words.Oh, I just adored

this book to pieces. That ending had my heart just beating like crazy. I freaking love these two

together. Nate and Jada you guys are up next! Take notes. I have become such a fan of this series.

Ms. Lewis you have me in a serious book hangover. When are we getting book 3?? Next week

maybe? Out of 5. I'm giving this one 4.5. Job well done.
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